All patterns are shown approx. 1/2 actual size.
Chenille Cherries & Pinwheels
Quilt designed and pieced by Tiffany Burrow; machine quilted by Pam Clarke

FINISHED SIZE: approx. 30" square

MATERIALS NEEDED
CS06 Chenille Craft Square with Cherry ........................................... 5 squares
D036-67 Demi Chenille in Lipstick Pink ........................................... ¾ yd.
D036-68 Demi Chenille in Lunar Blue .................................................. ¼ yd.
P059-1387 Plush Chenille in White ....................................................... ¾ yd.
EK-3325-6 Cute to Boot in Daffodil (flower print in center blocks) ........... ¼ yd.
EK-3326-7 Cute to Boot in Daffodil (heart print in border blocks) ............. ¼ yd.
EA-2850-1 Jungle Jamboree in Lime (dots print in center blocks) .............. ¼ yd.
Backing: D036-67 Demi Chenille in Lipstick Pink ................................. 1 yd.
Binding: D036-67 Demi Chenille in Lipstick Pink ................................... ¾ yd.
Batting .................................................................................. 34" square

CENTER BLOCKS
Five 8" Chenille Craft Squares
Four 8" pinwheel blocks

BORDER BLOCKS
Twelve 4" Pink Chenille/hearts print pinwheel blocks
Sixteen 4" Blue Chenille/White Chenille pinwheel blocks

CUTTING
Baby Pinwheels:
Cut 32 1¼" squares of Pink Chenille. Cut once diagonally for a total of 64 triangles.
Cut 32 1¼" squares of flower print. Cut once diagonally for a total of 64 triangles.
Center Pinwheels:
Cut 8 2¼" squares of Pink Chenille. Cut once diagonally for a total of 16 triangles.
Cut 8 2¼" squares of flower print. Cut once diagonally for a total of 16 triangles.
Lime Rectangles:
Cut 16 2½" x 4½" of dots print.
Border Pinwheels:
Cut 24 2½" squares of Pink Chenille. Cut once diagonally for a total of 48 triangles.
Cut 24 2½" squares of heart print. Cut once diagonally for a total of 48 triangles.
Cut 32 2½" squares of Blue Chenille. Cut once diagonally for a total of 64 triangles.
Cut 32 2½" squares of White Chenille. Cut once diagonally for a total of 64 triangles.

SEWING PINWHEELS AND BLOCKS (Refer to photo of quilt as a guide for sewing and assembly.)
Using ¼" seam allowances, sew triangles together to form square units. Join four square units to make each pinwheel. Finger press seams open to evenly distribute bulk of chenille. This will also allow seams to lay flat.
Center Blocks: Sew one baby pinwheel to each end of 8 dot-print rectangles. Sew remaining 8 dot-print rectangles on opposite sides of each large center pinwheel. Join these rows to form center blocks.

ASSEMBLY
Join center blocks in horizontal rows. Join rows together to finish quilt center. Join six border pinwheels for sides, and eight for top and bottom borders. Add side borders first, then top and bottom borders.

FINISHING
Layer quilt top with batting and Pink Chenille backing. Quilt as desired and bind with Pink Chenille strips.